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SECTION I
THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED
The term "health" has various meanings and interpretations tor difterent people.

For many years the common

belief was that health was in essence freedom trom disease.
In our times, health is viewed as a quality of lite resulting trom the total tunctioning ot the individual in hia
environment.

Today we are concerned with "health for health's

sake," but add that health is a goal for effective living.

It ia achieved through health education, the tuaion ot health
and education.

Health content is derived from the health

sciences; education provides the process tor changing health
behavior (19:4-8).
I.

Statement

THE PROBLEM

2! !!!!_ problem. It was the purpose of this

study to formulate important general principles in relation
to the conduct ot lite; to unity the physical, mental, and
social tactors produoing health; and to develop turther the
understandings, attitudea, and action patterns relative to
achieving health tor ettective 11Tlng.
Importance

s£.

~

studz.

!he concepts about heal th

have changed considerably in recent years.

We no longer
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separate physical, mental, and social health but think ot
each as an aspect ot the whole (as the derivation ot the
term "health" implies).

For pUI9po1es ot study and discuss-

ion, physical and mental health m.ay be considered separately, but in tunction they are inseparable.

They are inter-

related, integrated parts ot the total individual, a
unique personality differing from every other individual.
Today, emphasis is placed on the quality of lite as well as
the length of' the life span.

It is important that each

individual realizes his constructive potentialities.

Every-

one needs to live with himself' and to have integration
within himself'.

People need to live with others, to belong,

to be needed members ot and contributors to society.

Each

f'unctiona best when he is working tor a cause greater than
himself'.

Each individual is living a more happy and social-

ly etf'ective lite when his attention is directed to others
rather than focused entirely on h1mselt.
II.

Health.

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS USED

Health is the quality, resulting from the

total functioning of' the individual, that empower• him to
achieve a personally satisfying and socially useful lite
(26:2,3).

'l'he World Health Organization (12:3) defined health
as"• state ot complete physical, mental and socail well-
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being and not merely the absence ot disease or infirmity".
Since some titty-tour nations reached international agreement on this at the tirst World Health Assembly in 1948,
it is the moat widely accepted definition.
Effective livipg.

Thia is the art ot fine living.

The word "effective," in keeping with the definition of
health, means "producing a desired etfect and being ready
tor service or action," according to Webster's!!,!!

.£2!-

legiate Dictionary.
Nutrition.

In this paper nutrition shall be consid-

ered as a health-producing factor necessary to lite and
health.

The right kinda ot tooda•-milk, eggs, vegetables,

fruits, meat or fish, cereal, and whole-grain or enriched
bread••in proper balance provide the nuti-itional needs of the
body and markedly aftect the quality of life.· A balanced
diet provides the cells of the body with essential nutrients
tor the three main purposes ot (l) growth and repair,
(2) regulation of body proceaaea, and (3) energy {19:9).
Mental health.

Mental health is defined as the

adjustment of individuals to themselves and the world at
large with a maximum of effectiveness, satisfactions, cheer-
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.fulnesa, and socially considerate behavio~, and the ability
of facing and accepting the realities of life.

The highest

degree of mental health might, therefore, be described as
that which permits an individual to realize the greatest
success his capabilities will perm.it, with a maximum of satisfaction to himself and the social order and a minimum of
friction and teuion.

This implies a state of such well-

being that the individual is not conscious of unsatisfied
tensions, does not show socially inadequate or objectionable
behavior, and maintains himself intellectually and emotionally in any enviromnent under any circumstances {34:465).
This definition emphasizes a standard of positive
mental health.

The writer of this paper hopes to stress the

importance of developing proper attitudes to help meet the
pressures of life, cope with them successfully, and in so

doing, grow into the full stature of a mature human being.
Mental 111 health is deviation
---from the normal or the expected. ~• most important point
Mental 111 health.

is the degree rather than the kind of deviation.

The in-

dividual who does not make adequate adjustments 1n society,
is unable to face reality, and does not meet the demands
placed upon him in social situations may be considered
mentally 111 {19:47).

5
Normal.

It is important to understand the term

"normal" since it is so frequently used to describe the condition of the mentally healthy person.
ical."

"Norm.al means "typ-

Tb.is is a statistical use and means, with reference

to an individual, that he is average compared to group norms.
The classic example is the individual whose height and
weight are considered normal because he is average in height
and weight for his age.
Another concept refers to one's overt behavior judged
by society's standards.

For example, a normal behavior

characteristic of the adolescent is "showing off."

Thia is

expected of the adolescent; it is natural at this developmental period.

Therefore, it is considered normal behavior.

Thia same characteristic in an adult would be considered
abnormal as it is not consistent with expected forms of
mature behavior (19:46).
Personalit7.

A

person may be said to have a harmoni-

ous and effective personality it he is able to accept himself and the conditions of his life with fairly persistent
satisfaction, if he is normally acceptable to others as a
companion and co-worker, and if with reasonable assurance and
cheerfulness he takes his part in life with interest for
himself and benefit to society (19:95).

SECTION II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Much has been written about the importance of health
to the quality and length of the life span and about the
changing concepts concerning health.

Only a very brief

s\Dmllary of some of the work done on the physical, mental,
and social factors producing health will be included in
this papei-.

I.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
AND MENTAL TRAITS

Health has been defined as a state of balance maintained by perpetual adjustments to forces from within and
without (17:8).

It is not a stable condition of soundness

throughout, like a steel building on a concrete foundation.
'Whether sleeping or awake, we are steadily responding to the
conditions of life, to hunger and food, to cold and heat,
fatigue and rest, and to anger and pleasure.

We must also

deal with our ambitions and fears, with jealousy, with grief,
feelings of inferiority, with

defeat ■

the inevitable acceptance of aging.

and victories, and with
Health depends on how

well the individual as a whole can maintain balance throughout all these changes.

Life is a aeries of trials.

That is

the point ot view summed up in an anecdote about an ancient

7
king ot the Orient who commanded h1a wise men to write him a
brief history ot the world.

These wise men boiled the

immenae ator7 down to tive volumes, then one volume, then a
chapter, then a paragraph.

Still the king was not satisfied.

He demanded a single sentence short enough to be engraved
upon a ring.

Thia was it:

"Mania born, struggles, dies."

(30:280).
The World Health Organization in its constitution
defines health as a state of ph7sical, mental, and social
well-being, not merely the absence ot disease or infirmity (17:10).

As we observe those about us, we note that

surprisingly many are 111, physicall7 and mentally.
literally true that many people ai-e aick.

It is

A study of world

health not long ago revealed that halt the human race is
physicall7 111:

one and three-quarter billions ot people

suffering in the grip of bodily disease (17:10).

This

includes people trom all parts ot the world, including the
remote lands where there still is poor food, little sanitation, and no good medical care.
In apite of the rapidly advancing progress of medicine, it aeems impossible to conquer the world's aickness.
As bacteria are overcome, viruses arise.

Now that tubercu-

losis and pneumonia decline, heart disease and cancer become
the new killers.

Even though much money is spent for health,
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the number ot physically ill is not decreasing and the number

or

mentally 111 is increasing.

It is appalling that

halt our hospital beds are occupied by mental patients (9).
It is also believed that many people go about their daily
work in need ot psychiatric care.

Ot the many patients who

come to doctors for care, only about half actually need
medical attention.

The question remains--why do some people

become 111 while other stay well?
Hutsehneeker tells of man who made application for
a large life insurance policy.

A battery of physicians

examined him and found him to be in perfect health.

A few

days after the policy was issued the man dropped dead.

This

reaembles the story of the French painter, Forain, who
became ll1and was examined by six specialists.
declared everything was in good shape.

They all

After each had made

his report, Forain said, "Then, gentlemen, it seems that
I am. dying in perfect healthl" (17:12).
Many in good health are haunted by thoughts of
getting old, ot losing their strength, of perhaps getting
some crippling disease.

These troubled people live with a

perpetual threat of some imminent disaster (17:6) even
though they have no s110-ptoms of disease.
that such people die a thousand deaths.

One might say
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A very common ai'tliction is anxiety.

Sometimes

anxieties can become so gi-eat that the person actually feels

he has pain.

He may think he suttera the sensations ot a

heart attack or some other organic ditticulty.
severe

He

may have

be dizzy, be very restless and not be able

headache ■,

to sleep well (18:203-237).

These very same people often

make a path to the doctor's ottice tor care, help, and medicines.

It they are told there is nothing wrong, they tind

a new doctor.

Otten the doctor gives the patient m,itritious

vitamins which the patient could have had at home by eating
properly.

But people who suffer from. tear and take care to

conceal it, continue to use tranquilizers, which may be
called "peace

or

mind pills" (17:7).

Anxiety is nothing new.

Our ancestors, too, went .to

witch doctors tor protection against an enemy they dreaded
but could not see.

Anxiety has been and is today one ot

the many responses to the stress of living.
disrupt the bocly 1 a nol"JDal functioning.

Anxiety may

Any part may show

effects, trom a skin rash to a change in blood chemistry.
Heart and arteries, stomach and digestive functions may
become the tocus ot pain.

One should recognize these.tears

and anxieties, but it is not necessary to remain defenseless victims.

One should recognize tear and deal with it

by trying to tind out it there is any real reason tor concern.

It may be necessary to change one's way of living
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or perhaps concentrate on better mental health and a better,
well-balanced diet (17:16}.
II.

PERSONAL HEALTH

One wa7 or another ever7one has a philosophy ot lite,
constPUeted from unconscious drives and conscious control.
'?his will be discussed in another section of this paper.

As

Maz-k '!'wain onee said, "Nobody can philoaophize on an emptJ
stomach."

Thia section shall be about tood and nutrition,

the psychology of eating, the "balanced diet" and obstacles
to it, and tood selection and food prejudices.

- - -----

Food and nutrition.

times overvalued.

The importance of rood is some-

Some individuals nourish the delusion

that it they could just find the right toods or combinations
of foods to eat, they would soon be in "perteot health" and
all their problems would be solved.

Some women still believe

that "the way to a man's heart is through his stomach."
Obviously, there is no such "rood magic," even though some
tood faddist or dietary demagogue may talsely claim that
there is.
Food has to do with the person aa a whole.

The tood

become• nuti-ient not when it is eaten but when it is finally
absoi-bed and utilized by the cella of the body.

Fox- pi-acti-

cal pui-poaea, modei-n scientific knowledge or human nutrition
is well summed in a single table entitled "Recommended Daily
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Dietary Allowances," issued b7 the Food and Nutrition Board
or the

u.s.

Hational Reasearch Council.

Many methods and

syst•s ot food selection aimed at optimum nutrition have
been worked out.

Moat practical is the so-called "Basic 7"

system introduced in the United States during World War II.
This ayatem haa gained considerable acceptance ever since
as a fairly simple method or making nutritionally adequate

food selections on a daily basis.

The Basic 7 groupings are

designed to insure an adequate supply ot so-called protective
roods in the daily diet.

A

nutritionally adequate diet is

often called a ~balanced diet."

It may be made up or bal•

anced meals, but this is not essential.

It is ditticult

to say over what period ot time a diet has to be "balanced."
It doea not have to be balanced daily or even weekly as the
human body has the capacity to store and also to elaborate
a great number ot the nutrients essential to its metabolism.
Calcium, tor example, is generously stored in the bones;
calories, in the tat"t7 tissues.
The si.x essentials or the nutritionally adequate
diet as it applies to the human being are water, protein,
tat, carbohydrates, vitamins, and minerals (18:494).

It

is not the intention ot the writer to discuss in detail
the role ot each or these tood components.

The important

single fact to stress is the need for a good variety of
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common foods which supply all the essentials in adequate
quantities.
F.ating habits.
gentlyl"

"Nourish thyself, oh Man, intelli-

(L.B. Mendal).

Such was the inspiring first line

of an old German student song, a parody of the then new
discoveries of the pioneer nutritionist, Liebig (7:6).
It is obvious that we are not all alike as to temperuient, body build, or the way our bodies function.

Some are

tall and thin, some short and heaTy; some move slowly;
some are easy-going and others are high-strung.
likely that all should be fed alike.

It is not

There may be misunder-

standing as so many books and magazine articles publish
what is known as a good diet, disregarding individual
differences and the fact that what is good tor one may not
always be good for another.

No doubt considerable ill

health is caused by people eating food which is not best
for them.

Some seem able to eat most an.J"thing and still

feel and look well, while others need diets especially
suited to meet certain bodily conditions.

Each individual

must educate himself as to what is a well balanced diet
and how he can best apply that to his own special need.
Because general living conditions and health habits are
so important, one can not profit by a so-called diet when
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his habits ot living are all wrong, as he will not be able
to absorb and assimilate his tood properly.

One may "eat

well" but not profit by it.
For example, take slender persons.

They are likely

to be the type to accomplish things well and quickly, but
they use more energy than they need to.

'!'hey tend to be

high-strung, sensitive, ambitious, and quick.

Th.en, after

a spurt ot activity, they are likely to be exhausted and
may be irritable (7:1).

Body tat has the physiological

functions of buoying up the abdominal organs and thus protecting the nerve centers, keeping them in their proper
position and less subject to irritation (7:3).

Slender

people u,.ay be more subject to irritability, tenseness, and
nervous indigestion.

It they could eat to gain some weight,

it might help to make them happier, healthier, and more
stable.

The ductless gland make-up ot a slender person

also effects his personality, as his adrenal and thyroid
glands have a tendency to be over-actiTe, causing him to
be tense, worried, and excitable (7:4).
and relaxation are important.

For him, much rest

Also, it is necessary tor a

slender person to eat more soft, bland foods so they will
stay in the sy~tem longer.

The average length of the

human intestinal tract is about twenty to twenty-five feet.
In a slender person, it may be only ten feet or less,· and,
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food with very much roughage in it may pass through the
system in only a few hours, not giving the body time to
completely digest and absorb the food (7:6).

A slender

person should take time to eat a good breakfast, try to
slow down his motions, seek less exciting recreation, and
be sure to have plenty ot rest.
The stocky person ia the one with a broader build,
inclined to put on weight very easily.

He may be one with

the easy-going temperament and good humor that tend to make
him universally popular (7:15).

The stocky person is never

as graeetul aa the medium or slender types, but he may be
a healthier, happier person it he gives himself proper care.
He is t'ree from certain weaknesses of the slender person.
Some auch weaknesses are mentioned in the previous paragraph.
Perhaps most important of all, there is a good cushion of
fat about the nervous ganglia in the abdomen, especially
about the large one called the solar plexus thrQugh which
the functioning of most of the organs is regulated, so that
it has been termed •the abdominal brain" (7:17).

The tat

pads tend to make one much l•ss sensitive and nervously
irritable, and the abdominal organs all work more smoothly
under such conditions.

The stock,- person uses less nervous

energy, digests his food almost one hundred per cent, needs
less heat producing foods to keep him warm, is inclined to
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do less physical exertion, and uses less energy in muscular
tenseness.

What is more, he likes to sit and leisurely

enjoy large portions of food.

His diet should be low in

fuel value so as to avoid excess weight.

He

should also

have bulkJ and fibrous foods to stimulate his naturally
sluggish intestines (7:21).

A good diet tor a stocky person

should include fruits, salads, well-cooked fibrous or
succulent vegetables, soups, some meat and eggs, plenty
milk, and only small portions of sugar, starches, and tat
foods.

When one becomes accustomed to such meals, the body

is satisfied and a liking tor this diet is developed.

It

does not seem too steep a price to pay tor maintaining one's
health.
The medium build is considered the mean between the

two extremes.

'l'his is probably the most advantageous tJ"Pe

of build to have since in it the disadvantages ot both
extremes are reduced to a minimum.

'!'hose in this group may

tend to resemble either the slender or the stocky type or
may be called "mixed tTI>ea," with some ot the good and bad
features of one or both ot the other tJ"PeS (7:30).

For

instance, some might have a digestiTe traet like that of the
slender type but a ductless gland make-up and temperULent
such as is usually found in the stocky type.

The upper part

ot the body may follow the slender build while the abdomen
with its organs and the lower part of the body conform more
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nearly to the structure seen in the stocky tn>e•

Sometimes

this type ot body is rather ditticult to keep in good health.
The persons with a medium build should draw his diet fairly
evenly trom the diets mentioned tor the slender and stocky
types.

They can use some starchy and tatty foods more freely

than the stocky people but should not take such liberal
amounts ot these toods as the slender type may (7:32).

In

a similar manner, we might expect that their living habit•
should represent a mean between the other two typea.

They

should strike a fairly even balance between work, rest,
and play.

Moderation and regularity are two of the greatest

forces tor health in the case of all 'l;hree types, and likewise, there are certain rules ot hygiene which all people
need to observe in order to maintain their bodies in the
highest degree ot health.

EYeryone needs plenty ot sleep,

and everyone also requires some active physical exercise to
keep in the best possible condition.
Good posture is also very important tor everyone.

The

scientitic basis tor calling certain posture correct or
good 1a that when the muscles and bony structure are held in
that position. the weight will be so distributed as to be
supported eaaily and without strain while the organs will
also be kept in the places where nature intended them to be
and where they can t'u.nct1on well with the least ettort

(7:65).

It is simple body mechanics; good posture is really
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the healthiest and easiest position tor the body, while bad
posture always means strain somewhere.

Good posture is alwo

very important tor nice appearance and makes tor grace and
beauty.

"A thing ot beauty is a joy forever," and especially

so when the cheer of good health is added (7:66).

Poor

posture may cause indigestion, poor assimilation of food,
constipation and intestinal putrefaction, female troubles,
and nervousness (7:68).

Poor walking and standing posture

causes footaches, leg aches, backaches, headaches and excessive tatigue.

The assumption that correct posture

is an aid to health is not only commonsense logic but makes
a valuable working hypothesis (7:74).

A man builds his own body from. what he eats.
much like building a factory.

It is

Selection of architect, con-

tractor, workmen, and materials is all very important it a
factory is to withstand the many storms of its duration.
So it is with the body.

Nutrition is the most important

factor in maintaining youth and prolonging life (29:60).
Everyone has a desire to have a long life if he can maintain
the characteristics ot youth in the later periods.

Youth is

the period ot great strength and vigor and keen interest in
all thing••

Good health will extend these qualities into

old age and permit opportunity tor greater accomplisbments.
Keep a sound mind in a sound. body and you go a long way
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toward being successful and happy.

'!'he majority of men well

known in professional, scientitic, and business lines have
done their most notable work after torty years of age.
Some examples of such are Edison, who worked fourteen hours
a day when over eighty and John D. Rockefeller, who played
golf and enjoyed lite at ninet-y-five (29:60).

At the age of

sixty-five, Henry Ford produced his master piece in the form
of a

JRCh

improved model which he proceeded to market

throughout the world; Gladstone began his fourth ministry
when he was eight7-tour; Benjamin Franklin was eightythree·when he was rigorously active in the proceedings of
the Constitutional Convention; and Verdi produced his two
greatest operas when he was almost eighty years of age (29:

19-22).
Long lite is an inherited trait.
lite is normal for mankind.

A long, heal tbtul

-

A short lite is a shortened

one--shortened by disease, a.ccident, or other destructive
force.

Eating improperly is a poor excuse for poor health.

There is now much to be read and learned about food and its
value.

The reference read tor tllis section is Let's.!!!,

Right l2, Keep

!l!

(13).

Dr. Davis writes in stoey form,

explaining the different kinds of foods and the need tor
each in one•• diet.

All the classifications of tood and all
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the vitamins and minerals are explained.

He gives reliable

technical knowledge expressed in direct, understandable
fashion.

Dr. Davis writes, "Breakfast gets the day's work
done" (13:9).

You determine how you will teel throughout

each day by the tn,e ot breakfast you eat.

Your breakfast

establishes how readily your body can produce energy that

day or, more specifically, the amount of sugar in your blood.
Energy is produced in your body by the burning (oxidizing)
of sugar alone or of sugar and fat together.

Only when blood

plasma contains adequate amount• ot sugar can each cell
select the quantity it needs (3:10).

!2.!.S, tacts

!.ES. £2!.!!.

tallaez.

One needs to know what

tood tacts are as there is much over-rated "health tood"
and tood fallacy.

Several things to watch for are:

word

of mouth fallacies passed from one generation to another
and the insidious and widespread sales promotion which uses
clever words and phrases commonly associated with nutrition
in order to promote sales.

Food misinformation encourages

the waste of money and threatens health through misinterpretation of facts, defeating acceptance of seientiticall7sound nutrition (2:2).

Some examples of tood fallacies are:

that additional food is needed tor mental activity, meat
burns its own calories, Huckleberry Tea will cure diabetes,
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it one vitamin pill each day is good--two or three are better,
meal skipping is a good way to lose weight, a pregnant woman
must eat tor two, and so on.

There has been no research to

prove any ot these fallacies, and they should not be regarded

as tacts (2:5-32).
III.

MAINTAINING A HEALTHY

AND ATTRACTIVE BODY
Physical fitness.

Fitness is a combination ot physi-

cal, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual components.
The ability ot the individual to function effectively in his
enveromnent depends on how smoothly these components function
as a whole.

A committee to the Fitness Conference conducted

by the American Association for Health, Physical Education
and Recreation describe fitness as follows:
Fitness is that state which characterizes the
degree to which the person is able to function.
Fitness is an individual matter. It implies the
ability of each person to live most effectively
within his potentialities. Ability to .t'unetion
depends upon the physical, mental, emotional,
social and spiritual components of fitness, all of
which are related to each other and are mutually
interdependent (32).
This means that each person, in order to satisfy h1a
own needs and at the same time contribute his share to the
welfare of society, must possess (19:172):
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1.

Optimum organic health consistent with heredity
and the application of present health knowledge.

2.

Sufficient coordination, strength, and vitality
to meet emergencies as well as the requirements
of daily living.

3.

»notional stability to meet the stresses and
swains of modern life.

4.

Social consciousness and adaptability to the
requirements ot group living.

5.

Sufficient knowledge and insight to make auitable decisions and arrive at feasible solutions
to problems.

6. Attitudes, values, and skills which stimulate
satisfactory participation in a full range of
daily activities.

7.

Spiritual and moral qualities which contribute
the fullest measure of living in a democratic
society.

Fitness of this quality not only makes possible a
desirable kind ot citizenship but 1a alao a strong factor
in keeping democracy a potent force in the world today.
Body ttpes.

E. B. Johns (19:173) continues to

explain body types and the importance attached to adjusting
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to one's physical endowments.

Sheldon (31:526-545) makes

a classification of body types, not rigidly, but making
allowances for each individual body structure, stating that
each component is found in everyone in varying proportions.
The three components--endoderm, mesoderm, and ectoderm.--are
based on the three layers of the human embryo.

The extremes

of dominating eharacteriatics become the differential in
individual reaction to activities.

For ex.ample, the extreme

endomorphs are generally fat and relaxed and love comfort
and sociability.
ship.

They are tond ot food and need companion-

The mesomorphs are the athletic type with hard, firm

muscles.

They are energetic and muscularly active, with

vigor and push.

In personality traits they are adventurous,

competitive, and aggressive.

They have a direct approach

to all problems and show a need for physical exercise,
enjoying competition.

'l'he extreme ectomorphs are charac-

terized by restraint and tightness in posture and movement.
They are quick to act, mentally over-tense, self-conscious,
love privacy, fear people, and seek solitude when troubled.
In build they are tall and slender, with fragile bones and
stooped, hesitant posture.

They prefer to watch physical

activities rather than take part in them.
Total fitness (19:174) has been identified as a state
of well-being marking the high degl'ee ot efficiency with
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which a person is able to perform his daily tasks.

It

implies that one has ability to function skillfully and that
this ability ia heavily influenced by the smoothness with
which the physical, mental, social, emotional, and spiritual
components operate.
desire ■

If one is to satisfy his needs and

and to make a worthy contribution to the present-

day social order, theae components 111Ust tunction aa a whole
and to the mutual advantage of each other.
Keeping such a precision instrument as the body tit
and functional is no job tor the uninformed or careless
person (19:176-197).

It requires an understanding or the

body, sound health practices, and disciplined living.

The

result of aueh a regimen can be measured in happiness and
high aohievement.

Physical exercise.

Science has established the fact

that the functional efficiency of the body will improve when
it is used and will regress when it is not used (23).

Thia

means that all normal organs of the body perform more
effectively and efficiently when they are given frequent
opportunities to act.

Conversely, when muscles, nerves,

heart, lungs, etc. are subjected to extended periods of
little aotiTity, they lose tonus, become "flabby," and if
forced into sudden action, render a limited serTice.
body is built to be active.

It thriTes on exercise.

The

Vigorous physical exercise comes elose to being a necessity
if the body is to maintain a healthy state.

Such builds up

the endurance ot the heart, lungs, and muscles; stimulates
the liTer and kidneys; reduces nerToua tension; and creates
a satisfying feeling of emotional and social well-being.
Dental health.

Advanced as we are in health services,

there is still a serious dental problem among the American
people.

Because present facts reveal the great dental prob-

lem exiating tor all ages, from youth through adults, the
dental profession is urging that there be more dental health
education, application of known preTentive and control methods
against deca7 and other diseases, and continued research to
discover acceptable means of ensuring better dental health
for all (1).
Diet is essential for good dental health.

Growing

teeth need adequate amounts of protein, mineral~, tats, and
other tood elements.

It there is a lilllited or poor supply

ot food, the blood will take the necessary elements from.
other_ bod7 tissues.

It is therefore imperative that a bal-

anced diet be provided tor proper growth or teeth.

This is

especially true for children.
Vision.

People live b7 their eyes:

play, and loTe with them.

they work, talk,

More than tour-fifths ot their
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awareness of things in their environment come through the
eyes.

Because life in our society' is visually oriented,

the ability to see and to see accurately is closely related
to progress and success.

It is, therefore, of great impor-

tance that the power or vision be protected and ma.intained.
For maxi111U111 use of eyes and continued good vision
in later lite, the individual should have periodic examinations, obtain qualified specialist's approval before wearing
colored glasses continuously; wear safety glasses where
there is danger to the eyes; provide adequate nonglare
lighting tor reading; rest the eyes frequently when doing
close work; and consult a specialist about any unusual SJlllP•
tom in seeing or in the appearance or the eye (19:190).
Hearing.

The ability to hear well is also an asset.

To promote accurate hearing and to protect the ears, E. B.
Johns suggests the following:

have periodic examinations,

checking tor discharge, noises in the head, or seeming loss
of hearing; avoid high, shrill noises or sharp explosions
near ear; avoid use of matches or hairpins to clean ears;
lower the head, face down, to blow the nose; clear up
excessive pressure within the ear by chewing or swallowing;
and practice sound nutrition, cultivate good mental health,
and avoid excessive use of tobacco (19:190-91).
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Elimination~ body wastes.

Each time food and

liquids are taken into the body and have been digested,
residue in the form of waste material has to be removed.
The excretory organs are the large intestines, the kidneys,
the lungs, and the skin.

When these organs function nor-

mally, they add substantially to the comtort and health ot
the body; when they tail, the body undergoes discomfort
and illness.

To aid the body in the elimination ot wastes

one should establish a regular time tor bowel evacuation,
include in the diet adequate amounts of fruits and vegetables, drink enough water to meet daily needs, engage in
vigorous physical exercise, adapted to one's need, avoid
habitual use or laxatives, and have an annual health examination (19:191).
Posture.

There is no one good posture for every

one or for every occasion.
and their needs.

Posture varies with individuals

The most effective posture is the one best

adapted to the task at hand and requiring the smallest
expenditure of energy.

Any posture that permits freedom of

body movements with a minimal use of energy and which "best
suits the individual in accordance with his own condition
and the condition of his environment" (24:141) can be considered a normal posture.

Types of posture are attention
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or military posture, atanding posture, sitting posture,
reclining posture, walking posture, and working posture

(19:194-196).

IV.

MAIN"l'AIHING GOOD MENTAL HF.AL'l'H

As has been implied, mental health and physical health
go hand in hand.

Concern with physical well-being and the

fear of losing health endanger mental health.

We say we

have freedom, but many do not take advantage ot the freedom that is theirs, perhaps because they do not know the
real meaning ot it.

Freedom to some means a right to live

as they please, choose their place to live and the work
they want.

It also means that they may come and go freely,

through life, making all their own decisions as they seem
best to fit their needs and desires, never realizing that
their whole world revolves about themselves.

Because of

such contused thinking, one is not aware that his greatest
enemy is himself.

The mind is such that as problems and

frusti-ations that we cannot solve confront us, we resort to
a number of mental mechanisms.

These may be advantageous

if not overdone, or a seed that grows and grows until it

ge·ts beyond us and develops us into neurotic individuals
who become less and less desirable citizens and companions.
Then the question arises again, is there something wrong
physically, or is it mainly a mental problem?

For many,
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psychotherapy works, if they will avail themselves of such
assistance.

Psychotherapy can provide a situation in which

a person can be completely honest with himself and with a
fellow human being.

Conversely, it provides a situation in

which he can discover how much he has deceived himself; the
manner in which his ideal picture of himself, his unrecognized needs, and his special way of trying to make the
universe conform to his private demands have caused him to
distort reality (28:33).
ings.

Reality here may have several mean-

It may be an escape from self and cause one to act

quite differently from the way he is or the way he feels.
We distort reality, tor example, when our suspicion prompts
us to attribute unfriendly attitudes to friendly people or
when we equate timid submission and flattery with love.
We may avoid recognizing our own inadequacies by projecting
the blame on someone else.
Consider, for example, a salesman so intent upon
closing a deal successfully that he has no personality
of his own.

He smoothly approves of what the domineering

customer says, agrees with his prejudices, imitates his
moods.

He plays the role so automatically that he has lost

touch with his own reactions.

Then when the salesman gets

home, his unconscious resentment toward· the customer and
the demands of the job comes out in a flare-up of temper
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at his wife and children.

A trivial incident occurs to

which a mild objection would be appropriate, but instead or
making a protest geared to the incident, he shouts.

His

resentment has been displaced from the customer to his
tamil7.

He permits his job to dominate him so continuall7

that he needs to dominate somebod7 in turn.

Outside his

home he will be disliked if he asserts himself; but when
he is at home and with his own people, he reels he can let
himself go and "rule the roost" because he brings home the
pay che.cks (28:44).
This illustration answers questions which have·a bearing upon the difference between a healthy mind and a neurotic one.

Does the individual have a consistent personality

or his own which he carries into all relationships or is he
like a chameleon?

Does he feel free to express bis own feel-

ings or withhold them as he sees fit, depending on what the
circumstances are!

Does sµch a person take responsibility

for his own resentments, fatigue, compromises and failures,
or does he try to shift the.load to others?

Such persons

involuntarily live behind a mask, see only the mask which
others wear, and thus fail to get through to them.

Such

behavior makes for "phony" relationships and for "phony"
people as they grow up in these relationships.

Sometimes

the importance of success forces people to put the emphasis
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in the wrong place, stressing secondary matters and forgetting that first things should come first.
Status !2! mental health.
spent each year on mental health.

Millions of dollars are
The present status of

mental health in our country and the statistics from World
War II show that a large share of the population in this
country is not blessed with good mental health.

Carroll

pointed out that over a third of service personnel discharged before. the end of hostilities in World War II were
neuropsychiatric cases (8).

It has been estimated that

about nine million people in the United States suffer from
personality disturbances, about one and one half million
of whom are classed as mentally 111.

The remaining seven

and one half million are sufficiently disturbed emotionally
so that their everyday efficiency is being seriously impaired.
The implications of the mental health problem are startling
when it is realized that, according to the 1950 census, only
two states in our country exceed the nine million figure in
population and that only tour cities exceed the one and one
halt million figure (4:15).
Mental health can be likened in many respects to
physical health.

But while there has been a steady improve-

ment in our ability to cope with physical health problems as
reflected in a decreasing death rate and the gradual conquering of many diseases, the opposite seems to be indicated
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in mental health.

More people are being admitted to mental

institutions; there is an increased demand tor psychological
and psychiatric services; there is a higher incidence of
tension diseases; and the use of tranquilizer and similar
"nerve" drugs is on the increase.

Whether the increased

admittance to institutions and the demand for services
reflects only an increased awareness and recognition of
mental disturbances on the part of the public or whether
it represents a true increase in the proportion of the mentally disturbed is debatable.

There does seem to be, how-

ever, some evidence to support the viewpoint that the proportion is increasing. (27:12).
Responsibility

2£.. ~ .2!•

Our patterns of adjust-

ment are learned, and parents play an important role in this
respect.

It has been wisely said, "the best break a child

gets in life is when he selects good parents" (3).
Most people spend most of their lives living in
families.

The family into which a child is born and in

which he grows up largely determines the kind of family he,
in turn, will .later establish.

Since relationships in

families are so crucial in their effect on children and
since family patterns of thinking, feeling, and behavior
are so definitely passed on from. one generation to another,
it is ot the utmost importance that society make eve17 effort
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to improve the quality of family lite.

Such major problems

as mental illness, delinquency, crime, and divorce can be
attacked effectively only at their source, in homes and
families.

The best hope we know tor peace may lie in the

mature ability (which families can develop in their members)
to understand the points ot view of other people (10).
The mother in the home has the greatest influence on
the children, at least tor the tirst ten years or so.

She

contributes to the child's mental health by giving him attection and security.
right and wrong.

'lhe child reflects the mother's ideas of
Parents contribute to good mental health

when they are gentle, agreeable, and even tempered.

Con-

versely, they tend to cause insecurity when they are nervous,
tense, self-centered and insecure.

Children are affected

adversely when the parents are overprotective, when they
reject the children emotionally, and when they are domineering, unreasonable, or inconsistent in disciplinary
practices.

Immature, poorly-adjusted parents often have

.frustrated children.

'lhe mother, especially, plays an impor-

tant role in establishing ideals, attitudes, and practices
which are significant in making adjustments.
Because the father is the provider, he usually has
less contact and in:t'luence on the younger children in the
family; but he becomes closer to them when they grow older,
especially it he takes time to work and play with the family.
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Siblings in a family influence one another, positively
and negatively, depending on whether older ones show affection and guidance or are domineering and create feelings of
insecurity.
A good home is one where democracy is practiced,
where there is sharing and deciding together in working
cooperatively for the good of the family group.

There should

also be genuine affection tor each member; harmonious relationships; understanding of needs and interest; consistent,
firm discipline; and opportunity for children to participate
in activities involving responsibilities.
No other unit meets the basic human needs more
directly than does the family.

The family in its ideal

form is a miniature democratic society.

It provides the

setting, the stimulation, the emotional support, and the
guidance which enable the child to make successful personal
and social adjustments (19:60-61).
Reaponsibilitz

£!

schools.

"Living is Learning, and

growiDg is learning • • • • To understand hum.an development,
one must understand learning.

The human individual learns

his way through lite" (16:l).

Learning to live is not one

long, slow uphill climb with something new to learn each day.
Learning may be compared with steep hills where the tasks
are very difficult and with plateaus where one can speed
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along without much effort.

Bavighurst refers to the tasks

an individual must learn as •the developmental tasks of
lite"--as those things that constitute healthy and satisfactory growth in our society.

'!'hey are the things a person

must learn if he is to be judged and to judge himself to be
a reasonably happy and successful person.

His definition ot

a developmental task is:
A task which arises at or about a certain period
in the lite ot the individual, successful achievement
ot which leads to his happiness and to success with
later tasks, while failure leads to utlh.appiness in
the individual, disapproval by the society, and difficulty with later tasks (16:2).
Developmental tasks arise from the time of birth
until the age or retiring, from inner and outer forces.
These tasks must be mastered at each age level where they
arise if the individual is to be a successful human being.
Some tasks arise from physical maturation, such as grasping,
learning to walk, and later, learning to adjust to the
opposite sex, and still later, adjusting to old age.

Some

tasks come from the pressure ot cultural processes of
society.

Examples ot such tasks are learning to read and

learning how to be a socially responsible citizen, active
in society.

The personal values and aspirations ot the

individual are another source ot tasks to be attained.
One's personalitJ, or self, emerges from. the interaction ot
organic and environmental forces.

One's selt becomes
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increasingly a force in the development of each individual.
Other tasks arise primarily from the personal motives and
values of the individual as he chooses and prepares for an
occupation and as he establishes standards and values
which become his philosophy of lite.
Educators must know and understand the concept of
developmental tasks.

Society establishes schools in order

that these tasks may be achieved.

That which is to be

learned at each level is determined largely by when an
individual is ready for and needs to achieve a certain task.
That is known.as the "teachable moment."

An attempt to

teach something to a child who is not ready to learn that
particular lesson is fatal, but gives gratifying results
when taught at the proper time.
The schools in our society &l'e responsible for training students to become men and women capable of and willing
to participate responsibly as citizens in a democracy.

The

tasks in which the school specializes are those involving
the learning of mental skills--the three R's.

The schools

are also responsible for supplying the books and training
necessary tor the development of reading and writing and
calculating abilities.
the schools.

Our

This forms the minimal program of

American society expects considerably

more than this from the schools.

They become the place
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where students may learn the tasks of social development,
and the teachers consider the teaching of these tasks an
important part of the school's responsibilitJ.

The .Amer-

ican school is expected to help out other training institutions of soeiety--the family, church, industry,youth-serving
organizations--in the teaching of such diverse tasks as
learning physical skills, selecting and preparing for an
occupation, preparation for marriage, and learning a scale
of values.

In fact, the school does not ignore any of the

developmental tasks or children or adolescents because the
tasks are so closely interrelated that difficulty in one
task, which may show in the school, is often tied up with
difficult,- in another task for which the school has little
direct responsibility.

For instance, failure in academic

work may be due to failure in some other developmental task
(16:29-30).
Many of our ideals and goals are begun and may even
be somewhat established during the age of adolescence.
Because of this, the writer has chosen to list the developmental tasks of adolescence as given by Havighurst (16:33-

71):
1.

Achieving new and more mature relations with
agemates of both sexes

2.

Achieving a masculine or feminine social role

3.

Accepting one's physique and using the body
effectively
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4.

Achieving emotional independence of parents and
other adults

$.

Achieving assurance of economic independence

6.

Selecting and preparing for an occupation

7.

Preparing for marriage and family life

8.

Developing intellectual skills and concepts
necessary for civic competence

9.

Desiring and achieving socially responsible
behavior

10.

Acquiring a set of values and an ethical
system as a guide to behavior.

Understanding one's values (10).

Many of us do not

really know what we value most or why we do many of the
things we do.

More and better understanding can help us

make wise choices regarding careers, marriage, and life

goals.
To understand one's values helps to:
l.

realize what is actually most important.

Some

like to think that things they do very little
about (e.g. religion) are very important to
them.
2.

become aware

er

other people's values.

Accept-

ance of them may be another problem.

3.

better understand why one does some ot the things
he does and why other people make the choices
the7 do.

4.

appreciate wh7 the ranking ot people's values
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differ.

Some are based on native abilities,

some on home influences, and some on necesait7.

$.

understand some •natural" attractions between
persona which result from similarities in rankingot values and some aversions due to differences in ranking ot values.

6.

understand the adjustments which ma7 be neceaaar7
in &DJ relationship when the people concerned
differ considerabl7 in the ranking ot their
values.

7. understand some ot the relationships between the
ranking of values and peraonalitJ'.

The person

whose values are not widel7 separated in rank ma7
tind it easier to adapt to many people.

'l'he

person who has one or more values extremel7 high
or extremel7 low can be more limited in eatablishing congenial relationships.

8.

understand the relationship between the ranking

ot one's values and the possibilit7 ot success
in certain vocations.

9.

decide whether or not one is satisfied with his
ranking ot the values.

Being able to change one's values depends, aong other
things, on the following:
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a.

tlex1b111ty ot personality

b.

possession ot the necessary skills and
techniques

c.

motivation

d.

ability tor growth and development

••

cultural tactora

Pink states that paychologiata who have their hands
deep in human nature agree that very tew people ever question
their own evaluations.
about &DJthing.

People hate to change their minds

1'he7 love th•aelvea when they can aay,

"'!'his ia how I telt about things yeaterdayJ I teel the same
way today and I'm going to teel the same way tomorrow.
lfotb.ing can make me change my mind."

People are not only

rigid; they resent having to question and re-examine their
attitudes.

!h.ey are still more resentful when other people

criticize or even question their attitudes.
Rigidity leads to failure, di1appointaent, and
trustration.

Flexibility leads to auccea1.

One haa to

want to re-evaluate old evaluations, and it takes courage
to do something about it.

One who is able to do

10

is

better equipped to adapt;himselt to his enviromaent and
rise superior to the pre11urea ot lite (lS:SO-SJ).

!.!!!!!£ empathJ• Lite is complex and otten very
ditticult.

Pres1ures beset us trom every 1ide--at work,
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economic presaUl'e, and the lla!Q" preasurea ariaing from
social situations at home and in our COllllllUnities.

!he

abilit7 to use •patlq in our dail7 living 11 an aid to
good mental health tor aelt and a meana ot helping others.

Bapath7 ls a prooeaa ot putting oneself in the other person'• shoes and seeing how things look from where he stands,

ot understanding how he teela and wh7, without becoming
•otionally involved oneself.

It is an aid to mental health.

It 1a a means ot improving relationships.

It can help one

become a more understanding and sensitive peraon--the first
step in learning to love another.

It is alao a method ot

reducing tensions, truatratlona, anger, and tear even
though it does not eliminate them.
S:ym.pathz 1• ahort-11ved and requires leas insight.
It is not alwa7a welcome or helpful.

feel as 7ou do."

SJJ1.P&th7 means "I

lapath7 means• I know how you feel."

It enables one to torget his own reactions while attempting to see through anotho!a

•1•••

Being detached, he can

be more objective and think aore clearly.
appreciated and can be very helpful.

Empathy is

One can learn to use

•pathy b7 listening, watching, retle.oting.

The result is

action and changed attitude.
Empathy serves to broaden experience, to increase
communication, and to facilitate dealing with true reeling.
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Expression of true feelings helps us to be honest and
sincere.
easy.

Otten such expression takes courage and is not

It does create an emotional climate in which a

person can be hilllselt.

Accepting such disturbing emotions

as anger, fear, and hate in others makes it possible to
help another.
Empathy should be used at home to improve relationship and to increase unity through meeting needs for
reassurance, attention, and understanding; at school, at
work, with children, and on selt.
Empathy is a basis tor love, responsibility, care,
respect, and knowledge (11).

A healthy personalit7 (10). Oscar R. Ewing, in an
address opening The Midcentury White House Conference on
Children and Youth, pointed out that a man or woman--boy
or girl with a healthy personality is:
1.

one who is free to operate at somewhere near top
mental and physical capacity, whatever "top" may
be for him as an individual;

2.

one who can open his heart and mind to all the
experiences of hum.an companionship--to the
intimate love of the family, the riches

or

~riendship, and the rewards of teamwork at
play and on the job;
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3.

one to whom tear is a healthy danger signal
rather than a lifelong nightmare;

4.

one who knows he must produce his own passport
to success in living; who can meet the inevitable
frustrations and disasters and losses without
spiritual defeat;

5.

one who would always choose the ways of peace-yet, in time of decision, can take his courage
in both hands and stand against all odds for what
he believes is right;

6.

one who can accept with respect and equity those
who differ tront:him--in capacity, in achievement,
in custom, or in faith;

7.

one who can take the sour with the sweet; who,
tor better, for worse, tor richer, for poorer,
is master ot his soul;

8.

one who, in the strength ot this mastery, can
accord to his peers these same strengths and
freedoms and capacities which he experiences
and values within himself.

SECTION III
SUMMA.RY AND CONCLUSIONS
Life is for living.

One can live more effectively

and carry his load of responaibility more easily if he reels
that life is worth living.

It is normal to want to make

this world a better place tor having lived in it.

It is

normal for one to take joy in contemplating what he has
accomplished and what he has been able to contribute tor
the improvement of society.

The purpose of living consists

in the perpetuation and enjoJJDent of life in all of its
varied aspects.
Of special importance is the acquiring of ability
to make adjustments in social situations and with other
people in everyday life.

Social forces have a foundational

effect on each individual's mental health.
A goal to strive for is indicated in David Klein's
modernization of an old Latin adage, "A sound mind 1n a
sound body in a sound society" (20:17).
I.

CONCLUSIONS

There are numerous lists of objectives to help one
live as satisfactorily as possible.

John's list (19:49-50),

which is very complete, are criteria derived from the clinical experience, careful observation, and research studies
of several mental health authorities [6; 22;

33~ 5; 25].
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The well-adjusted individual possesses:
1.

An understanding of himself as a personality.
He has some insight regarding his motives and
desires, as well as his weaknesses and and
strong points. He attempts to evaluate his
own behavior as objectively as possible. He
is able to laugh at himself and his own mistakes.

2.

A

3.

Personal security. He feels that he is wanted;
he feels comfortable .and safe.

4.

Self-confidence. He has faith in his ability
to succeed; he believes he will do reasonably
well whatever he undertakes. He solves hls
problems largely by his own initiative and
effort. He does not overestimate or underestimate his abilities. He feels able to
deal with the demands of everyday life.

5.

Sound physical health. He maintains a daily
program of health practices promoting healthful living with regard to nutrition, excretion,
sleep, rest and relaxation, physical activity,
personal cleanliness, protection from disease
and detects, etc. His mental health may be
proportionate to his physical health.

6.

Well-defined, realistic goals. He establishes
socially approved goals and makes reasonable
progress toward attaining them. He has some
understanding ot his environment and ot the
forces with which he must deal. He plans
ahead but does not tear the future. He develops
a philosophy of life that gives meaning and
purpose to his daily activities.

sense of personal worth. He feels worthwhile and important. He has self-respect.
He makes use ot his natural capacities. He
is well-regarded by others. He feels secure
in a group.

7. ibility to get along with other people. He

has understanding of the motives and problems
ot other people. He respects the many differences he finds in people. He considers the
interests of others, and he is able to give, as
well as receive, love and affection.
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8.

Emotional maturity. He meets each situation
as it arises. He welcomes new experiences and
new ideas. He accepts his responsibilities.
He takes life disappointments in his stride.
He does not go to pieces as a result of his
fears, worries, anger, or guilt feelings. He
develops a wholesome attitude toward sex. He
is capable of making a good heterosexual adjustment.

9.

Integration of personality. He functions as
an organized unit. He thinks clearly and constructively in solving his problems. His mind
is adaptable and resilient, and he is able to
make adjustments to constant changes and lite
situations. He is so organized as to control
his body, mind, and emotions.

10.

Vocational abilities. He experiences a reasonable degree of success in his vocational
endeavors. He puts his beat efforts into
his chosen vocation and gets satisfaction
out of doing so.

11.

Basic harmony. He achieves a fundamental
harmony with his environment. He feels a
sense of responsibility to his neighbors and
fellow men. He gets satisfaction from simple,
everyday pleasures. He is able to modify his
ambitions if they conflict seriously with the
rights of others. He strives to improve the
society in which he lives.
Mental health implies the satisfaction of human needs

and interests and the fullest development of the personality.

It also implies the adjustment of the individual to

personal relationships and to the stresses and strains of
a competitive society, thus precluding behavior disorders.
The highest degree of mental health implies a maximum contribution to society over and above the greatest attainment
of personal success (33).
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